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App Tracking Transparency (ATT), recent privacy and technology policy 
changes in the app ads ecosystem present clear challenges for gaming 
advertisers, particularly app advertisers that rely heavily on device ID-
based measurement. Such challenges include dips in attributed downloads 
and conversions, as well as discrepancies and sporadic null data outputs 
– all of which led advertisers to question the reliability of attribution-based 
measurement.

Given these challenges, it is imperative for the industry to rethink its 
measurement strategies and pivot to privacy-first techniques that are 
more resilient in the face of change. One example of such a technique is the 
Marketing Mix Modeling (MMM).

Recently, Meta commissioned a Gaming MMM research with Analytic Edge 
to find out if MMM, a measurement tool that leverages aggregated data, 
can help close the measurement gaps for gaming app advertisers in due of 
signal loss. Further, the research seeks to evaluate gaming app advertisers’ 
past ad spending to discover the best practices moving forward.

“Gaming Marketing Mix Modeling Research Meta Analysis - Insights & 
Key Learnings” by Analytic Edge (Meta commissioned study), June 2022

Introduction
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A rundown of the  
research methodology
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From small to large gaming publishers, eight advertisers based out of Asia-Pacific 
(APAC) participated in this research. Focusing on marketing performance in markets 
like the USA, Japan, and Hong Kong, the research was carried out by Analytic Edge 
between March 2021 to September 2021, during the period of ATT rollout.

Data
The data provided by the advertisers to Analytic Edge was aggregated and 
completely de-identified.

Modeling Methodology and Validation
The Analytic Edge team created regression-based MMM models for each 
advertiser with daily aggregate level data to analyze the relationship between key 
business drivers and sales. These drivers, including media and non-media elements, 
were incorporated into the model to attain a holistic view of the performance. 
Other non-media elements were used to further capture the association between 
in-app revenues with sales during holidays, events, game updates, competitions, 
and other macro factors, whereas media variables were split to illustrate their 
varying relationship with ATT adoption levels. To accurately capture the effect 
of varying ATT adoption levels, time periods were split into ‘Pre-ATT’ followed by 
three ‘Post-ATT’ periods of two months each – identified as P1, P2 and, P3. The 
models were validated using a mix of statistical and business validity criteria 
prevalent in the industry.
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Laying out the new 
opportunities identified  
by Anslytic Edge
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1. MMM is a crucial measurement tool for gaming and app 
advertisers in a privacy-first world
MMM offers gaming and app advertisers a robust, reliable, and privacy-
safe methodology to measure marketing performance, especially in the 
iOS ecosystem. The modeled estimates of Return of Ad Spend (RoAS) are 
more precise for MMM than the reporting variance observed in conventional 
measurement solutions, particularly last-touch attribution.

Comparison of Meta RoAS range - Last Touch vs MMM

Comparison of Meta RoAS range - Last-touch vs MMM
Source: “iOS Research Meta Analysis - Insights & Key 

Learnings” by Analytic Edge
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Laying out the new opportunities identified by Analytic Edge

2. Advertisers can make better marketing decisions by 
analyzing information from multiple sources rather than 
relying on last-touch attribution alone
Last-touch attribution has seen significant impact to the underlying data 
infrastructure needed due to the ATT rollout. This impacts the reliability of this 
measurement paradigm. The difference is more apparent when compared 
directly with incrementality-based methods such as MMM, which rely on 
aggregated data and aren’t impacted by signal loss.

Thus, advertisers may miss revenue optimization opportunities when they  
make decisions based on traditional measurement solutions alone. In the  
last-touch attribution model, we can see RoAS dipping progressively,  
indicating a loss in precision.

On the other hand, MMM-attributed RoAS witnesses a lesser degree of 
fluctuation, which illustrates the fallacy of only looking at the last-touch model 
when making advertising decisions.

Comparison of Meta RoAS range - Last Touch vs MMM

Comparison of Meta RoAS - Last-touch vs MMM
Source: “iOS Research Meta Analysis - Insights & 

Key Learnings” by Analytic Edge
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Laying out the new opportunities identified by Analytic Edge

3. Meta continues to be a strong media channel for 
established games looking to maximize RoAS
Looking at RoAS from the different media channels, Meta continues to be 
an effective channel for established games (games with more than one year 
tenure) given that there is minimal fluctuation between the pre-ATT period and 
post-ATT period.

RoAS of established games by Channels

4. Looking at the different product options, Advantage+ App 
(A+AC, formerly known as AAA) ads outperformed Manual 
App Ads
While advertisers may prefer the control of Manual App ads, A+AC ads 
continued to deliver higher RoAS (P3: +42%). The table below demonstrates 
that A+AC can effectively drive revenue at a lower cost (P3: -29%).

RoAS by Product type

RoAS of established games
Source: “iOS Research Meta Analysis - Insights & 

Key Learnings” by Analytic Edge
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Laying out the new opportunities identified by Analytic Edge

5. Looking at the different optimization strategies, Value 
Optimization (VO) performs better with time
VO worked well as an optimization strategy for advertisers through ATT rollout, 
and it is performing extremely well even during the post-ATT period.

RoAS - Meta VO

Value Optimization (VO) RoAS performance over time
Source: “iOS Research Meta Analysis - Insights & Key 

Learnings” by Analytic Edge
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Advertisers should spend more on lower funnel 
optimization and value-based targeting to maximize  
long-term RoAS for their apps.

Shift spends to A+AC: MMM-based analyses indicate that 
shifting spend towards A+AC might be a better long-term 
solution for app advertisers.

Improve accuracy of last-touch reporting: If advertisers  
rely primarily on last-touch-based performance reporting, 
they should look to calibrate these reporting systems with 
MMM or incrementality-based methods to improve accuracy.

Meta’s recommendations: 
How advertisers can 
achieve better returns
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Based on Analytic Edge’s findings, we have the following recommendations for 
gaming app advertisers looking to achieve better returns:

Future-proof measurement stack: Advertisers should 
adopt MMM to future-proof measurement and adapt to 
ecosystem changes. This is key to defending their revenue 
and market position.
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MMM implementation  
best practices
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During the first MMM implementation, advertisers should focus on these five 
organizational best practices:

• Deliver essential MMM education first to create awareness and set the right 
expectations regarding the expected outcomes.

• Involve all the right end users and decision-makers in the project. This can 
include brand teams, user acquisition teams, BI teams, finance, and more.

• Prioritize new use cases that are associated with increased revenue and 
improvement in performance.

• Take the time to pin down the right data fields and variables that you want to 
study and establish data quality at the beginning of the project.

• Iterate through different model variable combinations in a sustainable manner 
to find the right model that fits your business model well.

As a privacy-first measurement technique, MMM will serve as the first step for 
advertisers to future-proof marketing measurement and maximize longer-term RoAS.
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MMM implementation best practices

Modeling Experiments Attribution

Marketing  
Decisons

Marketing  
Mix 
Modeling

Conversion 
Lift Geo-Testing Statistical 

MTA
Rule-Based 
Attribution

Optimize app campaigns 
for incrementality

High impact decisions;  
Validate media-mix for 
large channels, New 
market launch

Stop or continue digital 
medias, campaigns, 
initatives. Correct day to 
day budget to hit plan

Set broader budget 
allocations,  
What-if analysis

Building a sustainable measurement strategy Source: “Evolving 
App Measurement for Marketing Impact” by Meta, Apr 2022

Therefore, we recommend incorporating multiple techniques to develop a holistic 
measurement approach. Tap into the strengths of each measurement technique to 
gain deeper insight into key business performance levers. For instance, use MMM 
along with attribution solutions to avoid losing out if last touch attribution becomes 
erratic or less reliable due to signal loss.
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